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Date:  December 20, 2010 

To:  Kate Brown, Secretary of State 

Barry Pack, Deputy Secretary of State (barry.pack@state.or.us)   

Amy K Williams, Assistant to Deputy (amy.k.williams@state.or.us) 

From: John Gastil, Professor, Dept. of Communication, University of Washington (jgastil@uw.edu) 

Re: Oregon voters’ use of the Voters’ Pamphlet 

 

I spoke with your office earlier this fall regarding a survey of registered Oregon voters that I was 

conducting at the University of Washington as part of a study of the Oregon Citizens’ Initiative Review. 

In the course of conducting that research, it was appropriate to ask general questions about Oregonians’ 

use of the official Voters’ Pamphlet, and this brief memo shares key results with you. (For details on the 

survey methodology and my own professional biography, see the Appendix at the end of this memo.) 

In the final weeks of the election, we asked respondents if they had already voted and what their plans 

were for using the Voters’ Pamphlet. Table 1 below shows the results of cross-tabulating those two 

question. Among those who hadn’t yet voted, a third (34.9%) had already read the Pamphlet, with 

almost all of the rest (62.7%) saying they planned to read it before they voted. Among those who had 

already voted, however, only 86.8% reported reading the Pamphlet before casting their ballots. 

Table 1. Plans for using the Voters’ Pamphlet by whether respondent had already voted  
(N = 580 registered Oregon voters in Oct 2 - Nov 1, 2010) 

 

The previous result looked at Pamphlet use specifically in the 2010 election, and we only asked that 

particular question in the final weeks of the survey (i.e., while the Voters’ Pamphlet circulated). For all 

respondents in our survey, which began on August 30, we asked a more general question: “When 

deciding how to vote on ballot measures in a typical statewide election, [how often] do you read the 

official Oregon Voters’ Pamphlet?” Table 2 shows the overall responses to that question. A majority 

(51.7%) said they read it every time, and 32.1% said they “almost always read it. The combined total of 

83.8% comes close to the 86.8% figure in Table 1. In other words, by two different measures, our survey 

shows that more than four-in-five registered Oregon voters report regularly using the Voters’ Pamphlet 

when deciding how to vote on the measures that appear on their ballot in statewide general elections. 
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Table 2. Past use of Voters’ Pamphlet to understand ballot measures  
(N = 1,966 registered Oregon voters; Aug 30 - Nov 1, 2010) 

 

 
Responses to the preceding question showed statistically significant variation across different age and 

educational groups, and those results are presented in the Table 3 cross-tabulations. For instance, in this 

table one can compare the proportion of each subgroup that uses the Voters’ Pamphlet “every single 

time.” Among those with high school or less formal education under the age of 40, just one-quarter 

(27.3%) of registered voters reported that they use the Pamphlet in every statewide election. By 

comparison, 43.8% of voters aged 40-64 in this same educational group use the Pamphlet every time, as 

do a majority (50.4%) of voters 65 and older who have a high school education.  

Table 3. Past use of Voters’ Pamphlet to understand ballot measures, broken down by age and 
educational group (minimum n = 344 for “under 40” group; registered Oregon voters surveyed 
Aug 30 - Nov 1, 2010) 
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After the previous question, we then asked how “important” voters found the “candidate statements” 

in the Voters’ Pamphlet. Table 4 shows the overall results for that question. The majority of respondents 

(52.7%) said that section was “somewhat important.” 

Table 4. Importance of Voters’ Pamphlet in deciding which candidates to support 
(N = 595 registered Oregon voters in Oct 2 - Nov 1, 2010) 

 

 

Appendix 

Rolling Cross Sectional Phone Survey Methodology 

Survey dates: August 30 – November 1. The survey was generally conducted Monday, Tuesday, 

Thursday, and Saturday of each week. 

Total sample size (N) = 1,991 

Target population: Registered Oregon voters likely to participate in 2010 election 

Response rate: 9% using AAPOR’s RR3 metric. RR3 estimates eligibility proportions for those 

respondents whose eligibility is not known (e.g., because the interviewer never got past an answering 

machine). See  http://www.aapor.org/Content/NavigationMenu/ResourcesforResearchers/ 

StandardDefinitions/StandardDefinitions2009new.pdf. 

Weighting: Owing in part to the lower response rate from the phone survey, frequency data shown in 

this report from this survey use “weights” to ensure that the sample more accurately represents the 

regional, age, and male/female distribution of the full population of registered voters in Oregon. (This 

adjustment rarely changes the results by more than 1-2%.) Quotas were established for a target weekly 

N of 250, with the Sunday calling trying to rebalance the sample by screening out older female Portland 

metro area respondents, in particular.  

Representativeness: One way of testing the representativeness of the sample is to compare its estimate 

of voting results relative to actual election results. As measured in the weighted sample used herein for 

the last four weeks of the election, 55.5% of respondents in this sample voted for Measure 73 (versus 
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56.9% of actual ballots.1 On Measure 74, 45.3% of the sample voted “Yes,” compared to 44.2% of all 

ballots. Thus, the sample herein closely represents the actual voting pattern on Measures 73 and 74. 

As a second check on political representativeness, party identity was assessed. The sample used herein 

self-identified in the following way: 38.3% Democratic, 32.9% Republican, and 28.8% 

Independent/Unaffiliated/Third Party. This compares to statewide ballot returns from 2010 that were 

43.5% Democratic, 35.6% Republican, and 20.9% Independent/Etc.2 Thus, the sample used herein 

overestimates the prevalence of Independent voters but retains roughly the same proportion of 

Democrats to Republicans (approx. 12:10). 

 

Biography of the Principal Investigator 

John Gastil is a Professor in the Department of Communication at the University of Washington, where 

he specializes in political deliberation and group decision making. Gastil received his B.A. in political 

science from Swarthmore College in 1989 and his Ph.D. in communication from the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison in 1994. Gastil’s scholarly books include Democracy in Small Groups (New Society 

Publishers), By Popular Demand: Revitalizing Representative Democracy through Deliberative Elections 

(University of California, 2000), The Deliberative Democracy Handbook: Strategies for Effective Civic 

Engagement in the Twenty-First Century (co-edited with Peter Levine, Jossey-Bass, 2005), Political 

Communication and Deliberation (Sage, 2008), The Group in Society (Sage, 2009), and The Jury and 

Democracy: How Jury Deliberation Promotes Civic Engagement and Political Participation (Oxford, 2010). 

The National Science Foundation has supported multiple research programs in which Gastil has served 

as a principal investigator. Gastil’s scholarly articles from these and other projects have appeared in 

Communication Theory, Harvard Law Review, Journal of Applied Social Psychology, International Journal 

of Public Participation, Journal of Public Deliberation, Political Communication, Small Group Research, 

and other academic journals.  

 

                                                           
1 Results from 11/22/2010 at http://egov.sos.state.or.us/division/elections/results/2010G/index.html. 
2 Data from 11/5/2010 at http://www.sos.state.or.us/elections/nov22010/ballot_returns_party.xls. 


